
Release Notes
Family Merge Payment Method Enhancements

General Overview
After reviewing feedback and business concerns regarding the recent family merge update, we

have implemented changes to improve business workflows, while encouraging best practices

for informing account holders of payment responsibilities post-merge.

How will this benefit me?
Previously, no card data was retained during the merge process. This update allows the payment

method of the primary guardian selected during the merge to be kept on file.

Where will I see these changes?
These changes will impact families selected when utilizing the Family Merge feature.

What is being changed/added?
The merge tool will give a warning once opened, explaining that the payment method kept on file

will be that of the person chosen to be the primary guardian of the new family. While the

payment method is retained, it is disabled for recurring billing by default.

Ensuring that the payment method retained during the merge process belongs to the primary

guardian also ensures that this is the person able to access the customer portal to view and

update that payment information as well as the person who will be contacted regarding

balances owed.
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Most payment disputes occur due to unrecognized business names, amounts that are

suddenly higher than past payments, and due to the customer not expecting the charge (failure

to inform the customer of their balance prior to collecting payment).

The act of disabling the recurring billing option for the retained payment method post-merge

highlights the responsibility of the business to fully inform the client of any new financial

responsibilities prior to restarting mass payments - including newly assumed outstanding

balances from the merged families, new students, and additional enrollments which were not a

part of the person's original family record.

While it is possible for staff to re-enable the payment method for recurring billing, it is

recommended to have the customer log in to their new family online and opt back into recurring

payments after reviewing the new family record.

How does this work with existing settings?
This does not impact settings or permissions. To merge families or edit the records post-merge,

staff are only required to have full family/student permissions.

Relevant Knowledgebase Article
How Do I Merge Family Accounts

https://support.iclasspro.com/hc/en-us/articles/218570508-How-Do-I-Merge-Family-Accounts-

